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A SIMPLE METHOD TO DETERMINE. WHEN SEED ARE SUFFICIENTLY DRY FOR STORAGE 

By 'R. KENNETH MATTHES and JOE W. BUTLERi 

AGRICULTURAL AND BIOLOGICAL E"'GINEERI:\G, MISSISSIPPI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

Farmer-s need a ' imple, inexpensive 
method for det•:rmin::;g when seeds have 
been sufficiently dric,i. for stonge. There 
are several reliable :nethcxls used for 
determining the mc.:sture content of 
seed, but generJ!ly r_hey are time con
suming, complicated or expensive. 

A seed has an equilibrium moisture 
content for each ten;f)eraturc and rela
tive humidity condition of the surround
ing air. On the other hand, the air sur
rounding- a samrle ut seed in a dosed 
container will equilibr:lte at a particular 
relative humidity depending upon the 
moisture content of the seed sample and 
the temperature. 

If a sample of seed is placed in a sealed 
container and allowed to equilibrate with 
the surrounding air, the equilibrium rela
tive humidity is an indication of the mois
ture content of the seed. In order to use 
this method to determine the moisture 
content of seed, it is necessary to measure 
t~e relative humidit.y of the surrounding 
a1r and to determme the relationship 
of the equilibrium relative humidity to the 
moisture content of the particular type 
of seed. 

.I~dicator .strips manufactured by Hu
tmdial Company, Colton, California, were 
used :to measure relative humidity. 
These strips contain several blocks which 
are bl-ue or pink, depending on whether 
the relative humidity is less than or 
greater than a particular percent. They 
have the ability to change color as the 
lithium compound absorbs moisture, and 
the relative humidity at which the color 
changes depend on the concentration of 
lithium in the indicator. 

Prior to use, these strip.s were tested 
in desiccators of known relative humiditv 
obtained by using salt solutions. Reid
rive humidities used were 0, 35, 48, 5~. 
and 75 percent, and the strips indicated 
0, 35, 45, 55, and 75 percent, respertiYe-
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ly. The strips can be read to the closest 
5 percent. 

Rel:1tive humidity equilibrium curve.s 
were run on cracked and whole corn. 
wheat, sovbean, and rice seed. Crack
ing the seed did not affect the final 
equilibrium curves. It did decrease the 
time required for seed and air to rc·ach 
equilibrium, but not enough to warrant 
crackin).; the seed. 

The various types of seed were placed 
in a germinator to increase . their mois
ture content. At 20 percent moisture the 
seed were removed and allowed to air 
dry. Periodically, as the seed were dried 
samples were .sealed in airtight bottles. 

Moisture in the samples, varying from 
10 to 20 percent, was allowed to equi
librate with the moisture in the surround
ing air. The relative humidity ·was de
termined with indicator strips, and the 
moisture content of each sample was 
determined by the oven method. 

The curves are not standard equilibri
um curves since thi.s method of meas
uring relatiYe humidity is not sufficiently 
accurate. Rather they are considered cal
ibration curves for correlating the rela
tive humidity reading of the strips with 
the moisture content of a particular type 
seed. 

To determine the time required to 
reach equilibrium the strips were read 
every fifteen minutes the first hour; ev
ery sixty minutes the next three hours 
and on the twelfth hour after commenc
ing the test. From two to two and one 
half hour.s were required for the seed 
and air to reach an equilibrium. 

Temperature variations from 68o F to 
86° F did not affect results sufficiently to 
require a correction factor. Extreme va
riations would require new curves. 

There was some question as to the va
lidity of the curves when the moisture 
content in the originally dry seed was in
creased at such a rapid rate in the ger
minator. Therefore, a curve was run <'n 
corn which ha ~ been increased in mOT.>
ture cor.tent in desiccator'S over a pc:-
iod d two weeks, and one on rice which 

~o vcrj 

was tield harvested and air dried . 
Results inrlicate little variation and 

thus, we concluded that the gc:rminator 
provides a suitable method for rai.sm;; 
the seed moisture content. 

0 u r results indicate a simibritv 
among the equilibrium curves of c:re~l 
type seed tested. Other data indic:He 
that this is also true for oily seed. Figure 
1 tends to substantiate this. Note thn 
for the same moisture content in the 
lower moisture range the relative hu
midity with which the soybean seeJ will 
equilibrate is much higher th.1n that of 
the corn, wheat or rice seed. 

The recommended storage moisture 
content for soybean seed i.s from 9 to 10 
percent; therefore, when a sample of 
soybean seed will equilibrate with a rel
ative humidity of approximately 55 per
cent, they are sufficiently dry for stor
age. For corn, wheat and rice seed, the 
recommended level is from 11 to 12 per
cent; therefore, when a sample of this 
type seed equilibrates with a relative 
humidity of approximately 45 percent, 
the seed are sufficiently dry for storage. 

The indicator strip was designed with 
three squares ( 1, 2, and 3) which turn 
from blue to pink as the relative hu
midity increases past 45% , 55%, and 65% 
respectively. When square number 3 is 
blue and 1 and 2 are pink at equilibrium 
conditions sufficient drying conditions 
are being approached. When 2 and 3 are 
blue and 1 is pink at equilibrium for an 
oily seed the moisture content is ouffi
ciently low for storage. When 1, 2, and 
3 are blue the moisture content for cer
eal type seed is ready for storage. Fig
ure 2 

:A test was run to evaluate the use of 
the strips by inexperienced operators. 
Corn, wheat, soybean and rice seed were 
raised to 20% moisture content and al
lowed to dry to go,~ . During the dr"ing 
period eig-ht .samples were removed f.rom 
each type of seed. The moisture content 
was de term :ned bv the oven method for 
each sample, and . the remaining porrior. 
of e~(h s~tr:q""lr \~· :·l~ divided anton£r T-our 
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pint jars containing indicator strips. Two 
jars of seed were used by an experi
enced operator and two by an in ex peri- · 

. enced operator. 
Both operators agreed as to when to 

store soybeans, wheat and rice seed. The 
inexperienced operator .stored the corn, 
on the. seventh sampling while the ex
perienced operator stored- it on the 
eighth. This disagreement arose in d~
termining if the block was blue or pink 
in the transition range. For safety, we 
recommend that until a block is definite
ly blue it is recorded as pink. 

Thus, inexpensive relative humidi.ty in
dicator . strips can be used to determine 
in a relatively short time when 5eed arc 
sufficiently dry for satisfactory storage. 

Procedures for Using Indicators 

l. Store indicator strips at a relative 
humidity of 35% or less by placing in a 
sealed container with a desiccant ma
terial .such as silica gel. 

2. U.sing duplicate samples, place Yz 
pint of scd in a sealed pint jar with an 
indicator strip for each sample. 

3. Allow 2 hours for the moisture in 
the seed and surrounding air to equili
brate and determine color of the three 
squares of the indicators. 

4. If squares 2 and 3 are blue, oily 
seed such a.s soybeans are sufficiently 
dry for storage. 

5. If square 1, 2, and 3 are blue, other 
type seed are ·sufficiently dry for stor
age. 
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Fig. 1. 
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All blue, other seed dry enough for storage 

Fig. 2. Color of indicator shows when seed are dry enough for stora·ge. 
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